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All in Good Time: Long-Lasting Postdictive
Effects Reveal Discrete Perception
Highlights
Conscious perception seems to be a
continuous stream of percepts. Is this
true? Recent research sheds new light
on this age-old debate.

In long-lasting postdictive effects, later
events can determine the perception of
events that occurred several hundreds
of milliseconds earlier.
Michael H. Herzog,1,* Leila Drissi-Daoudi,1 and Adrien Doerig1

Is consciousness a continuous stream of percepts or is it discrete, occurring only
at certain moments in time? This question has puzzled philosophers, psycholo-
gists, and neuroscientists for centuries. Both hypotheses have fallen repeatedly
in and out of favor. Here, we review recent studies exploring long-lasting
postdictive effects and show that the results favor a two-stage discrete model, in
which substantial periods of continuous unconscious processing precede discrete
conscious percepts. We propose that such a model marries the advantages of
both continuous and discrete models and resolves centuries old debates about
perception and consciousness.
Long-lasting postdiction requires high
capacity buffers, which store information
unconsciously for substantial periods
of time. This favors a two-stage model,
in which continuous unconscious pro-
cessing precedes discrete conscious
percepts.

Such a two-stage model solves the
problems of both traditional continuous
and discrete models.
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The Temporal Structure of Consciousness
Intuitively, consciousness seems to be a continuous stream of percepts. Imagine a diver
jumping from a cliff down into the ocean. We feel that we see their motion trajectory at
each moment of time. For this reason, most philosophical models propose that conscious-
ness is continuous [1] (Box 1). However, despite their intuitive appeal, continuous theories
of consciousness face a number of problems [2–4]. In particular, sensory information must
be integrated over time before motion, melodies, etc. can be perceived. Hence, conscious-
ness cannot happen instantly.

For this reason, discrete theories of consciousness, in which conscious percepts occur only at
certain moments of time, have been proposed (Box 1). Traditionally, the duration of a discrete
percept is determined by the temporal resolution of conscious perception (see Glossary)
[4–7]. For example, two lines are perceived as simultaneous even when presented with a
delay of 40 ms [8–10]. For longer delays the nonsimultaneity is detected. Thus, it may seem
that a discrete percept is about 40 ms long. However, the temporal resolution of conscious
perception depends strongly on the stimulus paradigm and parameters, extending over
two orders of magnitude from 3ms (apparent motion; [11]) to over 100ms (color change during
motion; [12,13]). Hence, it seems there is no universal duration for discrete percepts, challenging
discrete theories in general [3,10]. We call this the problem of multiple temporal resolutions
[3,10].

Much discussion about the temporal aspects of consciousness centers on effects shorter than
100 ms and whether or not low level mechanisms, such as visual persistence or short neural
latencies (b100 ms), support discrete or continuous perception [6,14–17]. Recently, long-
lasting postdictive effects have brought the debate in a territory beyond the reach of low
level mechanisms, provoking a rethinking about the temporal structure of consciousness
[2,3,10,18–20].

Here, we argue that the temporal structure of consciousness cannot be determined by in-
vestigating the temporal parameters of the content of consciousness, but postdictive
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Glossary
Content of consciousness: when an
object is consciously perceived, the
object is part of the content of
consciousness. In contrast, the level of
consciousness is what differs between
coma and wakefulness.
Postdictive effects: in postdictive
effects, a late stimulus can affect
perception of another stimulus
presented earlier. In certain postdictive
effects, earlier and later stimuli can even
mutually affect each other. This is
different from other temporal effects
such as priming, in which earlier stimuli
affect perception of later ones (but not
the other way around).
Priming: in priming, an early stimulus
(the prime) affects how a later stimulus
(the target) is perceived. Priming can
also occur when the prime is not
consciously perceived.
Problem of multiple temporal
resolutions: the temporal resolution of
conscious perception ranges over two
orders of magnitude from 3 ms for
apparent motion perception to
hundreds of milliseconds in long-lasting
postdictive effects. Therefore, if one tries
to determine the period of discrete
percepts by the temporal resolution of
conscious perception, a problem
occurs: there is no consistent period for
discrete percepts.
Rapid serial visual presentation: a
stream of elements, such as letters, is
presented with a fast pace. Attending to
one of the elements of the stream
renders some of the following elements
invisible.
Temporal resolution of conscious
perception: the temporal resolution of
conscious perception is the minimal
temporal interval for which distinct
elements are perceived as distinct.
When two elements are presented too
rapidly, we do not have the temporal
resolution to perceive both separately.
When they are further apart in time, both
are perceived separately.
Temporal structure of
consciousness: the temporal
structure of consciousness can be either
continuous or discrete. In continuous
theories, consciousness is a continuous
stream of percepts. We are always
conscious. Discrete theories propose
that consciousness is instead made of
sequences of discrete percepts.
Discrete percepts may or may not occur
periodically.

Box 1. Philosophical Models

More than 1500 years ago, Saint Augustine was driven to despair [98]. Since only an infinitesimally short presence exists, he
thought we can only be conscious at this infinitesimally short moment in time. But how canwe then perceivemotion and change,
since both encompass past and future events? Augustine proposed that the past aspects come frommemory (suchmodels are
called cinematic models). However, humans perceive motion directly, not through memory. For this reason, subsequent philos-
ophers [99] proposed that infinitesimally short percepts contain past and future aspects (such models are called retentional
models). Retentional models code temporal information in a nontemporal format, similar to how the color red is not coded by
a red neuron. For example, sliding windows, in which information is constantly combined over the past few milliseconds, are
one way to implement continuous retentional models (Box 2). More recent models propose that percepts are not infinitesimally
short. They rather last for substantial amounts of time; that is, conscious moments are extended (such models are called
extensional models). During these conscious periods, we directly perceive motion, for example.

In accordance with intuition, consciousness is seen as a continuous stream in most classic philosophical models
(continuous consciousness; left column). In psychology, research has focused less on how long a conscious percept lasts.
Rather it has asked whether we are conscious at all times (right column) or only at certain discrete moments of time (left
column). Many postdictive effects, known since ancient Buddhist times, favor discrete theories of consciousness. Com-
bining the philosophical and psychological research directions, we arrive at six types of models (Figure I). Our two-stage
model is a discrete retentional model (Figure I, middle-right panel). The classification of the philosophical models follows
[1] (see [52,100] for other classifications).
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Figure I. Philosophical Models. In cinematic and retentional models, both the conscious percept itself and its
conscious contents last only for a short moment of time (thin blue bars). Retentional models contain information from
the past (grey buffers). In extensional models, the duration of a conscious percept is extended (thick blue bars).
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effects can provide upper and lower bounds. We review the literature and propose a two-
stage model, in which long-lasting unconscious processing precedes discrete conscious
percepts. We explain how such a model marries the advantages of both traditional continu-
ous and discrete models. Finally, we outline important implications for neuroscience, con-
sciousness, and philosophy.
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Too-many-percepts-problem:
continuous theories can explain long-
lasting unconscious processing by using
a sliding window. However, the sliding
window creates more percepts than
what humans perceive (Box 2).
Transcranial magnetic stimulation:
magnetic pulses are applied by a coil
onto the skull. These pulses can
enhance or suppress neuronal activity in
the area over which the pulses are
applied.
Visual masking: a target is followed (or
preceded) by a mask, which impairs the
perception of the target.
Windows of unconscious
processing: a period during which
stimuli are processed before being
perceived, corresponding to stage 1 in
our model. These periods can be seen
as periods of sense making, during
which the brain tries to compute the best
interpretation of incoming stimuli.
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Methodological Challenges of Determining the Temporal Aspects of
Consciousness
Investigating whether conscious perception is continuous or discrete is challenging. We can
measure the subjective duration of the content of consciousness; for example, the perceived
duration of a stimulus. However, it is an open question whether we can measure how long a
percept itself lasts. As mentioned, the temporal resolution of the content of conscious percep-
tion is often used to determine the duration of a percept. However, the temporal resolution of
conscious perception and the temporal structure of consciousness (i.e., whether it is continu-
ous or discrete, how often discrete percepts occur, etc.) are logically independent. For exam-
ple, if nonsimultaneity detection has a temporal resolution of 40 ms, this only tells us about the
temporal resolution of the nonsimultaneity detector, which may operate fully unconsciously. It
does not show that conscious percepts themselves last 40 ms, nor that consciousness is dis-
crete or continuous.

Nevertheless, as we show, postdictive effects can provide temporal bounds on conscious
perception. In postdictive effects, a late stimulus can affect perception of another stimulus
presented earlier, which differs from priming, where earlier stimuli affect perception of later
ones. In certain postdictive effects, earlier and later stimuli can even mutually affect each
other and bring about truly integrated percepts. For example, in color fusion, a red disk is pre-
sented for 40 ms, followed by a 40-ms green disk at the same location. The percept is a single
yellow disk [21,22]. There is no red or green in the percept. Hence, the representations of the
red and green disks influence each other and form a single percept. The percept cannot have
occurred before 80 ms; that is, before the second disk appeared. Hence, with postdictive ef-
fects we can empirically investigate how long unconscious processing lasts before a con-
scious percept occurs.

Postdictive Effects as Evidence for Long-Lasting Unconscious Processing
Sequential Metacontrast (SQM) Paradigm
In the SQM paradigm [23,24] (Figure 1), a sequence of vertical lines is presented, eliciting the
percept of two diverging motion streams. When one of the lines has a horizontal vernier offset,
all other lines are perceived as offset in the same direction – even though they are in fact
straight. Observers can easily report the perceived vernier offset (left vs right) but they cannot
locate which specific line carries the offset [23]. When several verniers are present in the
stream, the offsets integrate (Figure 1). This integration is spatiotemporally precise. For exam-
ple, only offsets within a motion stream integrate; that is, they segregate if they are in different
streams [23].

Most importantly, integration is mandatory. Even when observers are told that there are two ver-
niers in the SQM stream, they are unable to report the two offsets separately (Figure 1; [25]). They
perceive only one single integrated offset; that is, they have no conscious access to the individual
offsets. This mandatory and mutual integration lasts up to 450 ms, depending on the observer. If
the verniers are 490 ms apart, their offsets are perceived separately and can be reported individ-
ually (Figure 1; [25]). Hence, there is a long unconscious processing period before a conscious
percept occurs with a lower bound of ~400 ms and an upper bound of 490 ms.

Furthermore, these unconscious processing windows seem to be temporally discrete. When
three offsets are presented in the stream (at 0, 330, and 490 ms), only the first two integrate.
The third vernier is reported independently, even though it is temporally twice as close to the
second than to the first vernier (160 vs 330 ms). It seems that vernier offsets integrate only
when they are in the same discrete window lasting ~400 ms.
828 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, October 2020, Vol. 24, No. 10
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Figure 1. Sequential Metacontrast Paradigm (SQM). (A) Integration in the SQM.When two or more vernier offsets are present in a motion stream, they integrate [23].
For example, if two vernier offsets have opposite offset directions (blue and red, left column), the offsets cancel out and a straight moving line is perceived. If the offsets are in
the same direction (blue and blue, right column), they add up and offset direction discrimination improves. Importantly, integration is mandatory; that is, even when explicitly
asked, observers can only report the integrated offset but not the individual ones [25]. In other words, observers have no access to the individual offsets. This mandatory
integration lasts up to 450 ms, depending on the observer. When the second offset is presented 490 ms after the first one, observers can report both offsets separately. In
this example, observers attended to the right stream. If observers attend to the left stream, only the central vernier is perceived; that is, integration occurs only in the
attended stream. (B) Vernier integration occurs in discrete windows. When several offsets are present in the stream, only offsets within the same discrete temporal
window integrate. In this example, the first (0 ms; blue) and second (330 ms; red) vernier offsets are separated by 330 ms. They integrate because they are part of the
first window. In contrast, even though the second (330 ms; red) and third (490 ms; blue) vernier offsets are separated by only 160 ms, they do not integrate because,
as we argue, they fall in different discrete windows. The red and blue colors are only for illustration, all lines were the same color on a black background.
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More Long-Lasting Postdictive Effects
Similar long-lasting postdictive effects have been reported in a variety of other visual paradigms.
For example, in a rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) task, integration times up to 240 ms
have been reported [26]. As another example, a cue presented up to 400 ms after a faint Gabor
grating can influence whether or not the grating is consciously perceived (Figure 2A; [27–30]).
Finally, volition can affect the perception of stimuli presented 300 ms earlier [31].

Long-lasting postdictive effects are not restricted to vision but also occur in audition [32] and
across modalities [33,34]. For example, three flashes were presented, each paired with a sound.
When the central flash was missing but the central sound was present, a central flash was illusorily
perceived. When the central flash was present but the central sound was absent, the central flash
was illusorily perceived as absent ([35]; Figure 2B). Hence, motion can be disambiguated and ele-
ments can be illusorily suppressed or added postdictively across hundreds of milliseconds.
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, October 2020, Vol. 24, No. 10 829
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Figure 2. Examples of Postdictive Effects. (A) In retrocueing, for example, an unconscious target can be rendered visible by an attentional cue presented up to 400ms
later. The target is a dim Gabor presented at one of two possible locations for 50 ms, and the attentional cue is a change in contrast of one of the two surrounding rings.
Observers adjust a probe stimulus to match the orientation of the target Gabor. Valid cues, that is, presented at the same location as the target, enhance target perception
even when presented 400 ms after target onset. Adapted, with permission, from [29]. (B) Crossmodal postdictive effect. Three flashes are presented, each paired with a
sound. When the central flash is omitted, but the sound is still present, an illusory flash is perceived (top). When the central flash is present, but the central sound is absent,
the central flash is not perceived. Adapted, with permission, from [35]. (C) Electroencephalography (EEG) and masking. A masking experiment shows that target visibility
can be decoded from brain imaging data only N250 ms after stimulus onset. A digit is presented, followed by a mask (left), which removes the digit from consciousness.
Observers report if the digit is smaller or greater than 5 and whether they perceive the digit or not. The difference in EEG between the seen and unseen trials only starts
around 250 ms (left). Adapted, with permission, from [41].
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Long Windows of Processing in Short Postdictive Effects
In most of the above examples, postdiction occurred with stimuli presented several hundreds of
milliseconds apart. Many postdictive effects are shorter than 100 ms [36–40]. For example in
visual masking, masks presented about 100 ms after the target do not interfere with the target
830 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, October 2020, Vol. 24, No. 10
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anymore [14]. Still, even when postdictive effects are short, conscious percepts may occur later,
emphasizing again that temporal resolution and temporal structure of consciousness are inde-
pendent. For instance, it was shown that target visibility in masking can be decoded from brain
imaging data only N250 ms after stimulus onset, even though the stimulus itself is shorter
(Figure 2C; [41,42]). Similarly, in RSVP tasks, multiple images can unconsciously cohabit for hun-
dreds of milliseconds, but only the ones that are available for conscious report elicit late activity
around 350 ms [43]. Relatedly, crossmodal integration of audiovisual stimuli presented for 120
ms can take more than 200 ms [44]. Even though it is unclear which electroencephalography
event-related potentials (e.g., VAN around 200 ms or P300 around 400 ms) are linked to con-
sciousness [45], these results suggest that conscious percepts may take hundreds of
milliseconds to form.

Percepts can be altered by transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) during a long-lasting pe-
riod after the stimulus is gone [46]. Two vernier offsets are presented in succession for 30 ms
each. The two verniers fuse [21,22]; that is, the resulting percept is a single aligned vernier,
similarly to the color fusion example mentioned before. TMS modulates the perceived offset up
to 370 ms: for early TMS pulses, the fused vernier is predominantly perceived to have an offset
in the direction of the second vernier, while the first vernier dominates the percept for later TMS
pulses. Hence, the two verniers must have independent unconscious representations for as
long as 370 ms. Therefore, even for short stimulus durations, there seems to be a long-lasting
window during which the percept can be modified postdictively.

Models
As shown, elements can postdictively interact with each other across hundreds of milliseconds
before a conscious percept emerges. Elements can integrate or segregate, be added or sup-
pressed, fused, disambiguated and potentially there is more. The SQM suggests that these
postdictive effects occur in discrete temporal windows.

How can these long-lasting and complex effects be explained? Classically, interactions between
temporally distinct stimuli are discussed in terms of low-level neural processing, such as visual
persistence [47] or short neural latency differences [16], which are typically assumed to happen
before 100 ms [48–50]. For example, masking may be explained by proposing that the mask
catches up with the target because the mask is processed with a shorter latency. However,
the long-lasting postdictive effects we review operate on a longer timescale and are too specific
for such explanations. There are two avenues of explanation: discrete models and delayed con-
tinuous models.

Traditional Continuous and Discrete Models Cannot Explain Postdiction
In continuous models, even though consciousness of a stimulus is substantially delayed, there is
always a conscious percept. Continuous models may explain long-lasting postdiction by sliding
windows: elements are combined over the past few hundreds of milliseconds and the output is
continuously delivered as a conscious percept [20,51] (R. Grush, unpublished). However, this
would create too many percepts (we call this the too-many-percepts problem; Box 2; [1,2],
R. Grush, unpublished). For example, in the SQM, the window would first contain large parts of
the empty pre-SQM screen and the first vernier offset. Observers perceive only this offset.
When the window progresses, it contains both offsets, which integrate, and then, finally, the sec-
ond offset and the empty post-SQM screen. However, this is not what observers perceive. They
perceive only a single vernier offset. Furthermore, in the SQM, windows of unconscious
processing are discrete because only elements within the same window integrate, regardless
of temporal proximity.
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, October 2020, Vol. 24, No. 10 831



Box 2. Sliding Windows and the Too-Many-Percepts Problem

Continuous models can explain long-lasting unconscious processing by sliding windows: we are conscious at each mo-
ment of time and the current content of consciousness is the outcome of the unconscious processing over the last few
hundred milliseconds. Mathematically, this process f(t) can be described as a convolution, in which an integration kernel
K is continuously convolved with the incoming sensory input I: f(t) = ∫ K(τ)I(t − τ)dτ. While sliding windows can indeed ac-
count for long-lasting unconscious processing, they suffer from the too-many percepts problem: they predict extra per-
cepts on top of the combined one [2]. For example, in apparent motion, two dots are presented one after the other at
separate locations, leading to the percept of a single moving dot. Let us go through what should be perceived in the case
of a sliding window of unconscious processing, step by step. First, only the first dot is in the sliding window of unconscious
processing, and therefore a single static dot is perceived at the corresponding location (Figure I, left). Then, the window
slides until it contains both dots. Information about both dots is combined, and motion is perceived (center). Finally, the
window slides past the first dot and only the second dot remains in the window. A single static dot is experienced at
the corresponding location. However, humans perceive only a single moving dot, and not two static dots plus one moving
dot. Sliding windows have a too-many-percepts problem, which is similar to the problem of surplus content in philosophy
[1] (R. Grush, unpublished).
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Figure I. Sliding Windows. Adapted, with permission, from [2].
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To cope with this challenge, traditional discrete models propose that conscious percepts do not
occur continuously. Instead, there is a perceptual snapshot every few tens of milliseconds [4,18].
This solves the too-many-percepts problem because there is not a percept at each moment of
time but only one discrete percept at a certain time, averaging information about the recent
past. However, traditional discrete models cannot cope with the problem of multiple temporal
resolutions since, as mentioned, there is no unique timescale for discrete percepts to occur.

A Two-Stage Model as a ‘Happy Marriage’
To solve the problems of both traditional continuous and discrete models, we propose a discrete
two-stage model, in which a long-lasting unconscious processing period precedes a discrete
conscious percept [3,25]. In the first stage, information is unconsciously processed with high
spatiotemporal precision. During this period, for example, representations of each vernier offset
in the SQM coexist in a high capacity buffer and mutually interact unconsciously. At the end of
this window of unconscious processing, information from the buffer is collapsed and its outcome
is consciously perceived. For a related proposal see [101].

We see the long-lasting unconscious processing window as a period of sense making where the
human brain computes the best percept based on the information of the last hundreds of
832 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, October 2020, Vol. 24, No. 10
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milliseconds, by integrating, segregating, grouping, enhancing, and suppressing elements. We
propose that conscious percepts contain the entire event structure, which occurs during the win-
dow of unconscious processing. For example, there might be two objects moving with different
speeds one after the other. We propose that each motion is computed by integrating features
along the corresponding trajectory and segregating different motion streams from each other.
Both motions are contained in the same discrete percept in stage 2. In philosophical terms,
this is a discrete retentional model (Box 1): even though perception is discrete – confined to onemo-
ment – it nevertheless contains temporal information.

As a consequence, temporal features such as duration and motion are not represented in real
time. Instead they are encoded as a label – just as any other feature, such as color or form. For
example, a 40-ms stimulus is not continuously perceived during the 40 ms when it is presented.
It is not even perceived during 40 ms. Rather, the duration is encoded as, for example, the output
of a duration detector. There are other possibilities for this encoding. For example, liquid state
machines can encode temporal patterns [52], recurrent networks can dynamically encode the
duration of stimuli [53–56], and there are other possibilities, such as attractor networks [3].

Postdictive effects and our model are not about which processes do or do not require conscious-
ness, such as scene understanding [57], maths [58], reading multiple words [59], or figure–ground
segmentation [60]. Rather ourmodel is about when consciousness occurs. Still, ourmodel suggests
a new interpretation of many neural mechanisms that have been proposed to explain integration and
segregation of conscious contents, such as brain waves in the 5–15-Hz regimen [61–68], recurrent
processing [60,69], hierarchical processing [5], predictive coding [70], anticipation, and other non-
stimulus-driven processes. Instead of accompanying consciousness, these neural mechanisms
may actually take place during the unconscious processing of stage 1 [71]. However, other
processes, such as complex integration, likely require consciousness [71,72].

We do not claim that discrete conscious percepts occur periodically. Consider the following anal-
ogy. Conscious percepts occur when the captain of a ship updates their state of the world. They
may call the engine room and ask about the current pressure of the steam engine, or the engine
roommay call the captain for urgent updates. Hence, updates occur on demand, rather than pe-
riodically, in both a bottom-up and a top-down manner. As long as there are no updates, there is
no change in consciousness.

Up to now, we have characterized a fundamental temporal unit of perception, which is an uncon-
scious processing period followed by a conscious percept. We propose that perception is a se-
quence of such units [25], giving rise to long-lasting integration required to understand language,
hear a melody, and give rise to the feeling of the subjective present, which has been proposed to
be in the range of 2–3 s [6,17,19]. A counterintuitive implication of our two-stage model is that it is
in opposition with the feeling of a continuous stream of perception, which arguably stands at odds
with qualia realism [2,20]. We propose that with each conscious percept, an internal model is up-
dated, which gives rise to the experience of the flow of time. We do not feel gaps in between these
conscious percepts because the in-between processing is unconscious. The sequence of con-
scious percepts is slower than the spatiotemporal resolution of their contents. In some way,
the high spatiotemporal resolution of the unconscious processing periods may give rise to the
illusion that consciousness itself is also continuous.

We propose that our two-stage model combines the strong points of both discrete and continu-
ous models, while solving many of their shortcomings. Our model retains the ability of discrete
models to straightforwardly explain postdiction, avoiding the too-many-percepts problem of
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, October 2020, Vol. 24, No. 10 833
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continuous theories. Our two-stagemodel also resolves the problem of themultiple temporal res-
olutions faced by traditional discrete models. We propose that the different timescales reflect the
resolution of unconscious processing. For example, the 40-ms resolution of simultaneity detec-
tion comes from the resolution of an unconscious simultaneity detector. Hence, the apparently
paradoxical multiple resolutions have nothing to do with consciousness. The percept occurs
only later in stage 2, after the window of unconscious processing terminates.

We cannot rule out more complex models in which, for example, fleeting conscious contents are
too short for report andmemorization [73]. Moreover, we can only investigate the conscious con-
tent related to what observers report. For example, in the SQM, we focus on conscious access to
vernier offsets, but the stream of lines itself may become conscious beforehand [28]. If this were
true, however, different features would be perceived at different times, and there would be no
unity of consciousness.

Implications for Perception
Why Long Windows Are Needed
Long windows of unconscious processing explain how the brain has time to compute meaningful
percepts. First, motion trajectories can only be computed after extensive time, particularly if they
are complex. Second, most aspects of vision are ill posed. For example, the world is 3D but the
retinae are only 2D. Hence, the third dimension must be reconstructed. Third, sensory input is al-
ways noisy, and noise needs to be removed. All these processes may take substantial time
[74,75] and need to happen before conscious perception. Here is an example summarizing
these points, for which the SQM is a toy example. A car runs through the night and one wants
to know its color. Because of the short activations and the noisy conditions (reflections, occlu-
sions, neural noise, etc.), each photoreceptor provides a poor estimate of the color. Integrating
photoreceptor activity along the motion trajectory of the car yields a better estimate. There is
no need to perceive consciously how integration occurs, motion is computed and the ill-posed
problems of vision are solved. We only experience the final output of all these lengthy processes
[76]. As mentioned, long-lasting windows are periods of sense making, followed by conscious
updating [77].

Long windows of unconscious processing go well with the long-lasting, dynamic interactions be-
tween various brain areas such as brain-wide rhythms in the 5–15-Hz range modulating percep-
tion and attention [61–68,78–80] and crossmodal integration [44]. Even prestimulus brain
activations determine the visibility of a stimulus [18]. Such time-consuming neural computations
only make sense if there is extensive processing before a percept occurs, otherwise the percept
would change in a highly unpredictable manner as all these dynamic processes unfold.

Brain-Time versus Event-Time
A two-stage model reconciles the debate on event-time versus brain-time [16,81]. Brain-time ad-
vocates propose that the time at which an element is consciously perceived is the time at which it
is detected. Event-time advocates propose that the brain tries to compensate for differences in
processing times. For example, we usually perceive visual and auditory inputs as synchronized,
even though auditory information is detected much faster than visual information [53]. Many tem-
poral illusions, such as the flash-lag effect, are interpreted as evidence for event-time [40]. How-
ever, there is also clear evidence in favor of brain-time [16,53]. Most of this debate focusses on
perceived differences shorter than 100 ms. Long-lasting postdictive effects offer an entirely
new interpretation because they show that conscious percepts occur much later than 100 ms.
Instead of the brain compensating for different processing speeds, the subjective time of events
is the product of complex unconscious processing during which the brain tries to come up with
834 Trends in Cognitive Sciences, October 2020, Vol. 24, No. 10



Outstanding Questions
How are features encoded? In the two-
stage model, features are encoded as
labels. For example, the duration of a
40-ms stimulus may be encoded as
the output of a duration detector, but
there are other possibilities. How such
labels are represented in the brain is
an open question.

What is the best way to implement such
two-stagemodels computationally, and
what advantages would such models
have over other state of the art
machine learning models?

When do windows of unconscious
processing start? In the controlled
laboratory setting of the SQM, a
window of unconscious processing
opens with stimulus onset. However,
more work is needed to determine
how and when windows open under
more naturalistic ever-changing
conditions.

When do windows of unconscious
processing close? 400 ms seems to
be a typical timescale, but window
length may be modulated by endo-
and exogenous factors.

What dictates the 300–400-ms typical
timescale of windows of unconscious
processing? Eye movements and
attention occur on a similar timescale.
This suggests that 300–400 ms may
be an optimal timescale for perceptual
processing: short enough to react fast,
but long enough to compute useful
information from a fixation. Future
work is needed to investigate potential
links between eye movements and
windows of unconscious processing.

How are conscious percepts ‘stitched’
together? What are the underlying
computational mechanisms? We do not
often experience big jumps in conscious
perception and processing times
longer than 400 ms are needed, for
example, in language understanding.
Thus, how is information integrated
across conscious percepts?

Trends in Cognitive Sciences
the best interpretation of what has happened in the last window. See [16] for converging evidence
that the brain prioritizes meaningful grouping over event- or brain-time.

Actions
It may be argued that 400-ms unconscious processing windows prior to conscious access are
unreasonable because we can react to incoming stimuli before 400 ms. For example, humans
can detect an animal in an image faster than 400 ms [82]. However, conscious percepts are
not required to perform actions, as evident in reflexes, eyemovements, andmany types of sports.
The percept may occur after the action has been performed and the action may even be part of
the conscious percept. As mentioned, we propose that a conscious percept contains entire
event structures.

Consciousness
A two-stage model of perception has important implications for theories of consciousness.
For example, long-lasting unconscious processing challenges [83] theories claiming that
consciousness arises from localized processing in sensory areas [69,84–86], favoring global
theories that have a two-stage architecture. For example, global workspace theory [87–89],
higher-order theories [90,91], and the radical plasticity hypothesis [92] all propose that there
is extensive and parallel unconscious processing in sensory areas, followed by a unified
conscious percept. In machine learning, highly detailed and parallel sensory processing
followed by a lower-dimensional conscious representation [93] is proposed to help create
simple meaningful representations out of a highly complex world. However, these models
are neutral or not explicit about whether consciousness itself is temporally continuous or
discrete.

Concluding Remarks
Whether or not conscious perception is discrete is an age-old debate at the interface of philoso-
phy, psychology, neuroscience, and computer science. Recently, philosophers have started
supporting their theories with detailed neuroscientific models [10,51,94–97] (R. Grush,
unpublished) and this contribution is an example of how neuroscience stretches out to philoso-
phy and psychology [97].

Although intuitively appealing, continuous theories cannot easily explain postdictive effects. In
contrast, the wide range of temporal resolutions in perception challenges standard discrete the-
ories. Long-lasting postdictive effects have shed a completely new light on these questions and
allow model selection (Box 1). We proposed that the empirical data support two-stage discrete
models, in which extensive unconscious processing precedes discrete conscious percepts.
We have argued that suchmodels avoid the pitfalls of traditional continuous and discrete models,
while keeping their advantages.

Many questions require future research (see Outstanding Questions), experimentally and
theoretically. For example, what determines the duration of unconscious processing? Exper-
iments under more naturalistic conditions are needed, with, for example, different levels of
arousal, attention and stress. How is information passed across unconscious processing
windows, and how are they stitched together, as necessary, for example, in language under-
standing? Which neural mechanisms can implement a human-like two-stage architecture?
Imaging and modeling studies using long-lasting postdictive effects are promising avenues
of research in this respect. Although future work is needed to specify details, two-stage dis-
crete models resolve many ancient debates about perception and consciousness in neuro-
science, psychology, and philosophy.
Trends in Cognitive Sciences, October 2020, Vol. 24, No. 10 835
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